Company Introduction
Futurae Technologies AG
Seamless authentication & transaction signing suite
... for end-users
A modular RestAPI

Futurae offers seamless of Two-Factor Authentication Technologies, Transaction Signing Security and Passwordless modules to flexibly combine.
Where Authentication causes most support issues
Admin Interface – Dashboard and Analytics

- Analytics:
  - Devices
  - Authentications
  - Geo-localized logins
  - Failed attempts
  - Potentially fraudulent attempts
- Risk-based assessments
- Futurae Admin or Admin API to integrate into custom monitor and support platforms
Disclaimer

The recipients of this document understand and agree that the information included therein is confidential. Each recipient thus undertakes to keep the information secret and not to make it publicly available, directly and indirectly, nor to distribute it without prior written agreement of Futurae Technologies AG.

Futurae Technologies AG and its employees do not accept any responsibility or liability for the accuracy, content, completeness, legality, or reliability of the information contained herein.